GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Consumer Expectations and pain points in the eCommerce
with focus on COVID-19
June 2020
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Objective
How can e-commerce players ride the wave of
COVID-19 and capture growth through a seamless
customer experience?
Research objective
1.

Identify the key expectations and pain points of
consumers

2.

Understand the drivers for these expectations
and frustrations; and how did e-commerce players
respond (i.e. sales and promotions)

3.

Identify case studies that manifest best-good-bad
case scenarios
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Methodology
What makes a pain point /
expectation / delight factor?

What is the size / growth of key
expectations?

What is the volume of sales and
promotions oﬀered during COVID?

We analysed social media conversations
across all countries to identify sentiments
that customers have regarding e-commerce.

We looked at search data from 2019 and
2020 to study the size and growth of key
expectations.

The conversations were then clustered
thematically around individual key
expectations (for example, Value,
Availability).

Total Search Keywords: 3161 keywords
Average Monthly Search Volume:
1,508,265
Overall Search Volume: 12,629,043

We compared the number of available
vouchers in the same month, pre-COVID
(Mar’19) and during COVID (Mar’20), to
determine if there was any change to the
volume of promotions oﬀered by retailers.

We then did a qualitative callout for
factors that make up pain point /
expectation / delight.

Size of each expectation is calculated
using search volume, relative to all key
expectations. Top volume is an indication
of relative importance of the expectation.

We looked at social media conversation
from 2019 and 2020, with focus during the
COVID period (Mar-Apr’20).

We also analysed how the size changed in
proportion to each other during COVID.
Growth is calculated using rate of change
(average monthly search volume
Nov’19-Feb’20 vs Mar-Apr’20).
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We studied Lazada for this.

What is the geographic coverage?
Search and social data was extracted across
APAC countries for regional coverage.
Countries Studied: Australia, Bangladesh,
Cambodia, China, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Myanmar, New
Zealand, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea,
Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam

Executive Summary (I)
E-commerce searches has been on the rise.
There has been a 186% increase in e-commerce searches within the APAC region, since the start of COVID.
Top growing categories are personal care products (+659%), groceries (+377%) and alcohol (+315%).
Sales and promotions are not suﬃcient to keep retailers competitive.
As more businesses are forced online, the level of competition in e-commerce also increased signiﬁcantly. In order to
capture the wave of customers, retailers need to go beyond the superﬁcial level of acquiring sales through price
promotions. Instead, they should focus on targeting key expectations and eliminating the pain points to craft a good
customer experience.
A seamless customer experience is achieved through three steps in the customer journey.
The customer journey was split into three steps: Service Assurance & Payment, Delivery, and Customer Service &
After-Sales. It follows the process of every e-commerce transactions, allowing us to understand what are the needs in each
step.
Social media conversation was shifted and grouped thematically into key expectations. They are :
Service Assurance & Payment - Value, Availability, Trustworthiness, Ease of Payment, Security
Delivery - Aﬀordability, Timeliness, Tracking, Safety
Customer Service & After-Sales - Loyalty program, Professionalism, Responsiveness, Exchange policy
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Executive Summary (II)
Service assurance & Payment holds the greatest expectations within the customer journey.
Search data was used to size the needs. This allows us to rank the importance of each expectation relative to one
another, as well as calculate growth of the during COVID.
Service assurance & payment makes up the biggest expectations, both pre (61%) and during COVID (52%).
Top expectations during COVID are value (42%), cheap delivery (18%), timeliness (11%), and tracking (11%).
However, Delivery is the focal step during COVID.
Since retailers should prioritise on key expectations with the greatest growth (indicates an urgent emerging need during
COVID, compared to size), delivery is the focus this period.
Top growers are cheap delivery (128%), safety (100%), and timeliness (52%).
Retailers need to ensure that expectations within delivery are met and that pain points are eradicated.
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Overall e-commerce landscape and
navigating through COVID-19
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Overall E-Commerce Landscape
Asia-Paciﬁc is the world’s largest e-commerce marketplace
and continues to grow steadily. In fact, it is the
fastest-growing region, expected to grow by 25% or USD
2.27 trillion (64% of global e-commerce spending) this year 1.
The increase in mobile internet, smartphone penetration
and the surge in adoption of alternative payment methods
are the top drivers responsible for the growth.
More than ever, consumers can access the marketplace of
their choice with a few simple taps on their devices.
Payment and delivery procedures are also a breeze.

“Found a collector’s keychain oﬀ a shop on WeChat
and saw this pretty cup, happiness. Bought them
immediately...”
1
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Taken from eMarketer Global E-Commerce 2019 Report
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186% APAC wide surge in e-commerce searches since
the start of the pandemic1
APAC monthly e-commerce search volume
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Overview of top growing categories
Overall APAC growth (rate of change)

Top growing category is
personal care products
(ROC +659%), primarily
driven by the demand for
buying hand soaps online.
Demand for groceries
(ROC +377%) and alcohol
(ROC +315%) online are
next.
Countries driving the
demand are Australia,
India and New Zealand.

1
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ROC calculated by taking the average monthly search nov’19-feb’20 vs average monthly search mar’20-apr’20 in order to study the COVID spike.
Categories included were personal care products, grocery, alcohol, food & beverage, medicine, online entertainment, beauty, nutrition and health,
household products, fashion, insurance, consumer electronics and luxury.
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Competing with more promotions and vouchers
Percentage diﬀerence in vouchers oﬀered on Lazada (Mar’19 vs Mar’20)

There was more sales oﬀered as
compared to 2019.
For instance, Lazada oﬀered 47% more
vouchers across it six markets than the
previous year.
Most of the promotion was in the form of
price discount vouchers, as it best
communicates “price savings” to
customers.
While it is welcomed by consumers and has
a high average monthly search volume
(98,736 avg searches), simply oﬀering
voucher is not enough.
The proliferation of competitors means
that consumers have more brands to
choose from, who can also easily oﬀer
consumers similar vouchers.
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Moving forward...
Service Assurance
& Payment
Providing the goods/services to
customers and ensuring that
transactions go through

STEP 1

Customer Service
& After Sales
Responding to customer questions
and solving potential after-sales
problems

STEP 2

Delivery
Scheduling and delivering
products to customers
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STEP 3

Beyond the superﬁcial level of acquiring
customers through price promotions,
e-commerce players need to
understand their consumers’ key
expectations and pain points.
This will help them craft a good
customer experience and capture
the new wave of consumers on the
platforms.
To do so, we split customer journey into
three steps :
1.
2.
3.

Service Assurance & Payment
Delivery
Customer Service & After-Sales

What are the key expectations in each
step of the consumer journey?
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Overview of key expectations in each step

Service Assurance
& Payment

Delivery

Customer Service
& After-Sales Support

Value: products are comparable to
market standards / what other retailers
are oﬀering

Cheap delivery (Aﬀordability): delivery
fee is kept to minimal

Loyalty program: retailer oﬀers a
membership / loyalty program for
customers

Availability: products are available and
can be bought in bulk

Timeliness: delivery is fast and arrive
when scheduled

Professionalism: customer service team
is equipped to handle queries

Ease of payment: payment is easy and
convenient

Tracking: delivery is trackable and
package is not lost

Responsiveness: customers can reach
out to customer service easily

Security: transaction is secure

Safety: delivery are contactless and safe

Exchange policy: retailer provides
reasonable exchange and refund

Trustworthiness: retailer is reputable
and will deliver as promised
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Cheap delivery and safety are urgent demands during
COVID
Size of key expectations relative to each other (search volume)
We studied the search volume of each key
expectation relative to one another1, to identify
top expectations.
They remain largely the same before and during
COVID - aﬀordability, cheap delivery and
timeliness.
However, the shift in proportion signals a
change in the amount of importance
customers placed on theses expectations.
Cheap delivery and safety are increasingly
growing expectations, while aﬀordability,
although important, is becoming less so.

0.17%
0.12%
0.05%
0.04%
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1

Sum of all expectations pre-COVID will add up to 100%
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We also looked at the rate of change of the
expectations during COVID. Expectations with high
ROC indicate key areas of opportunity (and in
contrast, greatest pain points).

Growth chart of expectations with high rate of change

These are cheap delivery (+128%), contactless
delivery (+70%) and timeliness (+52%).

Rate of Change (Nov’19-Feb’20
vs. Mar-Apr’20)

Shift of key expectations during COVID

In terms of priority, retailers should focus on the
expectations within the emerging and urgent space.
Expectations (tracking) in the hygiene space are also
important, but less pressing at the moment.

High
growth

Safety

Emerging
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Timeliness

Low volume, high
growth

Urgent
High volume, high growth
Value

Availability

Professionalism

Responsiveness

Low
growth

Expectations in the niche space (responsiveness,
professionalism) are smaller and less urgent. .

Cheap
delivery

Low
volume

Niche

Hygiene

Low volume, low
growth

High volume, low growth

Average Monthly Searches

High
volume
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Summary of size and growth of key expectations
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What are the key expectations and pain
points of e-commerce consumers?
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Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Overview

Ranking of expectations remains similar during COVID
Size of category expectations relative to all expectations

0.05%
0.04%

Product Categories1: Groceries, Beauty, Apparels, Personal care products, Nutrition and Health
19

1

Top relevant product categories where key expectations are most urgent in Service Assurance & Payment

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Ease of Payment

Security

Consumers want to extract the most value of out their
purchases
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
aﬀordability is centered around two key
areas:
●

●

Saving on purchases, with the help
of vouchers, sales, discount codes
(95%1)
Comparing between diﬀerent
brands / products (5%)

●
●
●
●
●

Price is lowest among all retailers
Retailers provide regular sales and online promotions
Deals are relevant to top purchases
Discount codes are easy to apply
Website allows customers to compare between brands /
products

EXPECTATIONS
●
●
●
●

Price is comparable to other retailers
Some deals available that provide cost savings
Products have full description and images
Some reviews for customers to refer to

PAIN POINTS
●
●
●
●
●
20

1

Percentage refers to proportion of search within Value searches.
Percentages make up 100%

Items are more expensive compared to other retailers
Lack of promotions and deals
Customers are not made aware of ongoing promotions / vouchers
Products on the website do not have suﬃcient description
Lack of customer reviews

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Ease of Payment

Choosing the best option

Size: 42% Growth Rate: +36%

Pre-COVID:
Value has always been the top expectation for consumers, as
seen from its size (49% of all searches).

During COVID:
With the economy heading into a recession, it has aﬀected
consumers’ spending habits as they become even more prudent.

Beyond an “aﬀordable price”, discount codes and ﬂash sales are
some ways to provide customers with some semblance of
cost saving.

Discount codes continue to dominate search, but interest grew the
most for online promotions (ROC +101%) and ﬂash sales (ROC
+38%), both being time-sensitive discounts.

Discount codes are the most searched price saving hack.

This is because seeing the whole site “on sale” gives customers a
greater sense of cost saving, rather than simply having a discount
code to oﬀset their purchases.

Customers also want to make the best purchase decision.
They research to ﬁnd the best brands, compare between brands /
products, even the platforms to buy their products from.
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Security

Comparison between brands and products grew by 53% as
customers are presented with more options.

Indonesia

Myanmar

Thailand

S. Korea

Cambodia

Indonesia

S. Korea

China

Myanmar

Thailand

82%1

74%

61%

60%

55%

75%

61%

58%

56%

53%

1

Percent refers to proportion of search relative to all searches within each country.
For example, Value makes up 82% of all expectation searches in Indonesia.

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Trustworthiness

Customer Service & After-Sales
Ease of Payment

Choosing the best option
Making discounts known to customers
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Looking forward to discounts

Security

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Trustworthiness

Choosing the best option
Comparing items for sale
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Customer Service & After-Sales
Ease of Payment

Security

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Ease of Payment

Security

Consumers want clarity in communication about their
orders
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
availability is centered around four key
areas:
●
●
●
●

Having a waiting list for items that
are out of stock (57%)
Knowing where to buy products
(36%)
Having items regularly maintain in
stock (5%)
Online stores are accessible and
easy to navigate (1%)

● Shop has a wide range of selection
● Goods are available and ready for delivery
● No changes made to order after it is conﬁrmed

EXPECTATIONS
●
●
●
●

PAIN POINTS
●
●
●
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Shop has most items in stock
Customers are given some choice in range of selection
Suggested alternatives for out of stock products
Unavailable items are replenished quickly

Shop has poor selection of product
Most items are out of stock
Cancellation of items due to their unavailability after ordering

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Ease of Payment

Ensuring products are available
Pre-COVID:
Availability makes up 5% of all searches.

Size: 4% Growth Rate: +30%

During COVID:
Items availability online becomes an important factor (ROC
+91%), as consumers are largely conﬁned to shopping from home.

Customers are willing to be placed on the waiting list for the
products they want. If unavailable, they look to alternative
places where they can buy the products.
The emphasis is on getting the products they want / need and
they are willing to purchase from other retailers if it is
unavailable.
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Security

Furthermore, instead of being placed on waiting list,
customers actively look for items that are in stock (ROC
+42%).
The expectations shift to accessing the items from home and
having products in stock.

New Zealand

Singapore

Australia

Philippines

Bangladesh

India

New Zealand

China

Australia

Philippines

11%

10%

9%

8%

8%

8%

8%

7%

7%

7%

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Trustworthiness

Customer Service & After-Sales
Ease of Payment

Ensuring products are available
Availability of ingredients

Amending orders after payment
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Communication on website

Security

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Ease of Payment

Security

Consumers are assured of the quality of products
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
trustworthiness is centered around two
areas :
●
●

Ensuring products are of good
quality (85%)
Honoring transactions (15%)

● Products are of good quality
● Customers are assured of the reputability of retailers
● Platforms will investigate reports of bad sellers / scams

EXPECTATIONS
●
●
●
●

Products are unblemished
Products are as described
Platforms will verify potential sellers
Customers can report scams should the need arise

PAIN POINTS
●
●
●
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Products come with defect
Products are fake
Being scammed

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Ease of Payment

Delivering service as promised

Security

Size: 0.04% Growth Rate: -5%

Pre-COVID:
Trustworthiness makes up only 0.05% of customers
expectations, making it the smallest of all expectations.

During COVID:
Interestingly, expectations around buying good quality products
decreased during the period (-13%).

However, this could be attributed to the fact that
trustworthiness is a precursor expectation to any
e-commerce businesses. Hence, there is lesser tendency for
consumers to actively talk about it.

Rather, consumers are more concerned with the legitimacy of
the products (+43%).

Rather, the focus is on buying quality products.

This comes after reported cases of retailers who took advantage of
the pandemic and engaged in price gouging. Others took to
e-commerce platforms to sell “fake” / poor quality products.

Philippines

Thailand

India

Vietnam

Philippines

India

Thailand

Vietnam

0.27%

0.13%

0.08%

0.04%

0.19%

0.11%

0.09%

0.04%
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Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Trustworthiness

Customer Service & After-Sales
Ease of Payment

Delivering service as promised
Reviewing trustworthy vendors
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Quality of products as promised

Security

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales
Ease of Payment

Trustworthiness

Security

Consumers want to spend the least amount of eﬀort
during payment
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of ease
of payment is centered around three
areas :
●
●
●

Using credit cards (40%)
Using mobile payment (31%)
Performing online payment in
general (29%)

● Customers enjoy additional perks from using their
credit cards / mobile payment

EXPECTATIONS
●
●
●

Payment is straightforward
Payment amount is accurate
Major forms of payment are accepted (both credit cards
and mobile payment methods)

PAIN POINTS
●
●
●
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Platform only accepts limited number of payment methods
Payment page is diﬃcult to navigate
Payment amount is reﬂected wrongly

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Ease of Payment

Paying is straightforward and simple
Pre-COVID:
Overall, ease of payment makes up 4% of customer expectations.
Beyond navigating through the online payment procedures
eﬀortlessly, customers also look at the credit cards and mobile
payment methods that are accepted by the retailers.
In fact, credit cards and mobile payment make up 71% of searches
in this category.
The rise of mobile payments is due to to the adoption of mobile
and app payment technology, such as Apple pay, Shopee coins
and Grab pay, within the region.
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Security

Size: 4% Growth Rate: +4%

During COVID:
Expectations regarding online payment increased by 4%, mainly
driven by the growing need for easy online payment (+11%).
This is due to increased e-commerce transactions from customers
that previously do not shop online and are learning how to
navigate through online transactions.
There was a drop in credit card expectations (-2%), but an
increase for mobile payment (+10%), in line with eﬀorts to
encourage oﬄine mobile payment transactions to reduce
handling cash, which had a spillover eﬀect to online payments.

Taiwan

India

Singapore

Hong Kong

Myanmar

India

Taiwan

Hong Kong

Singapore

South Korea

19%

11%

5%

3%

2%

17%

14%

3%

3%

1%

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Trustworthiness

Customer Service & After-Sales
Ease of Payment

Paying is straightforward and simple
Range of payment merchants to use
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Navigating through payment procedures

Security

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Security

Security

Consumers require uncompromised security in their
payment
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
security revolves around :
●

● Website security is routinely updated

Safe and secured payment (100%)

EXPECTATIONS
●
●
●

Safe payment hosted on a secured site
Payment platform (paypal, stripe) is reputable
Customer’s personal information is safe

PAIN POINTS
●
●
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Payment detail of customer is leaked out
Customer’s personal information is compromised

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Trustworthiness

Payment is safe and secure
Pre-COVID:
Security makes up 2% of customer expectations and mainly
revolves around secured transactions, as reports of identity
theft and credit card misuse continued to rise.

Security

Security

Size: 2% Growth Rate: +13%
During COVID:
Security expectations further grew by 13%, which is attributed to
the general increase in the volume of e-commerce
transactions.

This is indicated by the growing security expectations of 9%1
prior to the pandemic, the highest growth among the diﬀerent
expectations.
Customers also expect retailers to keep personal information
conﬁdential.

Australia

India

Bangladesh

Malaysia

Singapore

Australia

India

Malaysia

Bangladesh

New Zealand

15%

3%

2%

2%

2%

13%

3%

2%

2%

1%

1
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ROC prior to the COVID compared the diﬀerence between average monthly search Jul-Oct’19 and Nov’19-Feb’20.

Service Assurance & Payment
Value

Delivery
Availability

Trustworthiness

Customer Service & After-Sales
Security

Payment is safe and secure
Ensuring payment is secure and messages are
private
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Keeping important information conﬁdential

Security

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Case Studies

Oﬀer richer promotions and more deals
Expand scope of promotions and discounts
●
Identify potential tie-ups with other retailers to entice consumers in
spending
●
Shopback GO works with its food partners to oﬀer heavily
discounted meals for new users so as to encourage more people to
visit the restaurants of their food partners
Oﬀer ‘freebies’ to attract customers
●
Share some ‘freebies’ to direct new customers to the store
●
Retailers can also make use of free gifts to encourage customers to
spend more
●
Amazon’s Audible released hundreds of children’s titles for free.
Parents were elated by the exclusive oﬀer as they deemed it as an
opportunity to keep their children preoccupied with books at little
to no cost.

Shopback GO promotion for new users who visit the food
partners on their platform

Audible oﬀers free audio books to keep children entertained
while being stuck at home
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Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Case Studies

Special events help to generate website traﬃc
Organise special events to boost presence among
consumers
●
Identify potential tie-ups with other retailers to
entice consumers in spending
●
Shopee and Taobao’s monthly ﬂash sales,
such as the 4:4 and 11:11 sales, encourage
customers to constantly check the website in
order to seek out the best deals
●
The platforms also hold regular brand-speciﬁc
sales, which helps to promote the brand and
introduce new users to it
●
On top of that, they host mini ﬂash deals
through the use of “ﬂash-deals”

Example of ﬂash deals

Shopee’s brand-speciﬁc sale

Taobao’s upcoming GSS sales
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Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Case Studies

Good communication helps to build reliability
Display available products clearly and update
immediately when products are out of stock
●
Let customers have the option of ﬁltering for
products that are ‘available now’
●
Restock items quickly
●
Most major e-commerce platforms such as Lazada,
show the number of items left in stocks so that both
sellers and customers know when something is
selling out
●
Shops, especially those selling apparels, accessories
and beauty product, such as The Editor’s Market and
Sephora, indicate clearly when items are out of stock
and recommend alternatives instead
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The Editor’s Market online store allows customers
to check availability in-store if it is out of stock on.
(Left) Screengrab of its recommended alternatives.
Sephora notiﬁes customers
when the product takes
longer than expected to
replenish.

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Case Studies

All-encompassing retailer
Businesses are no longer conﬁned to their original business
●
Consumers appreciate it when they are presented with multiple
options, especially when it makes things convenient for them
●
This is supported by the fact that customers are less ‘sticky’ than
before
●
Make use of consumer’s openness to experiment to test the range
of products / services
●
Non-traditional online grocery providers such as Grab and
FoodPanda started aggregating small grocers together with their
delivery services to expand their service oﬀerings to consumers
FoodPanda is more than just a food delivery
service with its addition of PandaMart
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Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Case Studies

Improving transparency and feedback
Be transparent in procedures
●
Put in place a seller veriﬁcation process
●
Provide consumers the ability to report cases of scame,
overpricing and/or price gouging on the platform
●
Lazada and Shopee had a wave of scammers using
consumer information, and have since released
statements addressing this
●
Amidst consumer complaints around price gouging,
Carousell has clear instructions on how users can
report overpriced listings

(Top) Shopee’s page on how to
report scams
(Left) Carousell ads on overpriced
listings
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Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Overview

Safety is a new key expectation in this period
Size of category expectations relative to all expectations

Product Categories1: Groceries, Books, Food and Beverage, Alcohol
41

1

Top relevant product categories where key expectations are most urgent in Delivery

Service Assurance & Payment
Aﬀordability

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Timeliness

Tracking

Safety

Consumers want to minimise spending on delivery
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
aﬀordability revolves around :
●

● Retailer provides free delivery

Saving on delivery (100%)

EXPECTATIONS
●

Retailer has options for customers to minimise
spending on delivery

PAIN POINTS
●
●
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Delivery fee is hidden / wrongly charged to customers
Delivery is expensive

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Aﬀordability

Customer Service & After-Sales

Timeliness

Tracking

Free shipping is a pressing demand

Safety

Size: 18% Growth Rate: +128%

Pre-COVID:
Aﬀordable delivery makes up 11% of all consumer expectations,
although it was a decreasing concern prior to covid1 (-3%).

During COVID:
Expectations for aﬀordable delivery spiked by 128%, making it the
fastest growing expectation in this period.

Majority of the customers still expect free delivery (98%), as a way
to minimise spending, having spent on the item itself.

The growth is driven by the demand for free delivery, which
increased by 154%.
This is attributed to the overall increase in e-commerce
spending per individual. Consumers look for ways to minimise
delivery costs as delivery fees across the diﬀerent purchases
add up.

Japan

Malaysia

Bangladesh

Cambodia

New Zealand

Bangladesh

Japan

Cambodia

Malaysia

Myanmar

24%

19%

18%

17%

16%

54%

34%

33%

30%

29%

1
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ROC prior to the COVID compared the diﬀerence between average monthly search Jul-Oct’19 and Nov’19-Feb’20.

Service Assurance & Payment
Aﬀordability

Delivery
Timeliness

Customer Service & After-Sales
Tracking

Free shipping is a pressing demand
Expensive shipping

Having alternative delivery methods
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Safety

Service Assurance & Payment
Aﬀordability

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales
Tracking

Timeliness

Safety

Consumers want speed and ﬂexibility when needed
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
timeliness is centered around two areas:
●
●

Flexibility to choose the delivery
slot / speed they want (94%)
Assurance that they will be able
to receive their products on time
(6%)

● Purchased item arrives earlier than expected
● Clear communication about when delivery will arrive

EXPECTATIONS
●
●
●

Purchased item arrives at my doorstep within expected
amount of time
Ability to choose preferred delivery slot
Retailer indicates an option for express shipping

PAIN POINTS
●
●
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Slow/delays - up to months without receiving order
Lack of communication regarding delivery schedule

Service Assurance & Payment
Aﬀordability

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales
Tracking

Timeliness

Timely deliveries become a delight

Safety

Size: 11% Growth Rate: +52%

Pre-COVID:
A key expectation of retailers is their prompt and on-time
delivery of purchased products, making up 10% of all customer
expectations.

During COVID:
Customers understand that deliveries may be delayed due to
the high volume of orders during this period, as well as the
diﬃculties in international shipping with trade lines being aﬀected.

Customers expect their parcels to arrive within the allocated
time and that they have the ﬂexibility to choose the delivery
schedule.

When they receive packages on time, it becomes a delight.
The expectation for fast delivery and ﬂexibility in delivery
slots still persists and has increased by 52%.

Having express delivery is also important, which increased by
6% pre-covid1.
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ROC prior to the COVID compared the diﬀerence between average monthly search Jul-Oct’19 and Nov’19-Feb’20.
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Timely deliveries become a delight
Unexpected timely delivery
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Lack of communication

Option of fast delivery

Service Assurance & Payment
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Delivery
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Timeliness

Tracking

Safety

Consumers need to know where their parcels are
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
tracking is centered around two areas:
●
●

Being able to track their parcels
(96%)
Receiving their parcels (4%)

● Retailer provides the ability to track parcel
● Retailer will immediately replace lost mail for free
without hesitation
● Clarity in communication regarding parcel delivery

EXPECTATIONS
●
●

Parcel is safely delivered to customer
Retailer will consider replacing lost mail

PAIN POINTS
●
●
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Parcel is lost / badly damaged
There is no oﬀer for a replacement

Service Assurance & Payment
Aﬀordability

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Timeliness

Safety

Tracking

Making sure parcels arrive safely
Pre-COVID:
Overall, the ability to track deliveries make up 10% of all customer
expectations and has been growing by 7% prior to the
pandemic1.
Consumers seek registered mail and secure shipping (96% of all
tracking searches), as it gives an assurance that their items
would arrive safely.

Size: 11% Growth Rate: +14%

During COVID:
The expectation that parcels arrive safely continues to grow,
but less urgent than other categories (+14%).
It is mainly driven by the demand for registered mail and
tracked delivery (25%).
Not only should parcels be delivered to customers as expected,
retailers also need to be responsible in the event that the
package is lost in transit.
It is a delight factor when retailers oﬀer to send replacement,
without having to go through long, arduous back and forth with
customer service reps.
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ROC prior to the COVID compared the diﬀerence between average monthly search Jul-Oct’19 and Nov’19-Feb’20.
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Making sure parcels arrive safely
Ensuring that items are received
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Lost packages

Safety
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Consumers take their safety seriously, especially during
COVID
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
safety revolves around:
●

● Delivery is carried out in a sanitised manner

Taking necessary health
precautions (100%)

EXPECTATIONS
●

Parcel is delivered contactless

PAIN POINTS
●
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No precautions taken to ensure safety and hygiene of
the delivery

Service Assurance & Payment
Aﬀordability

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Timeliness

Tracking

Taking necessary precautions
Pre-COVID:
Safety was not a key expectation prior to the pandemic.

Safety

Size: 3% Growth Rate: +100%

During COVID:
Due to safety precautions, consumers are expecting delivery services
to take the necessary measures when delivering their parcels.

Top countries:
One key aspect is to provide contactless delivery.
NA
Increasingly more delivery ﬂeets and e-commerce retailers are showing
customers behind the scenes of how their packages are delivered, all to
assure them that safety is a top priority.
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New Zealand

Singapore

Malaysia

India

Australia

20%

17%

7%

6%

5%
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Safety

Taking necessary precautions
Opting for contactless delivery
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Reviewing precautions

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Case Studies

Tapping on to partnerships to expand activities
Form partnerships to expand delivery network
●
Partner with adjacent sectors to improve delivery
eﬃciency
●
RedMart has partnered with taxi service
ComfortDelGro to expand their delivery ﬂeet to meet
the surge in demand

Provide tracking updates to manage customer
expectations
●
Send detailed tracking services so that customers
know where their parcels are
●
Various delivery services contracted by e-commerce
retailers Amazon and Lazada, allow customers to
track their orders from end to end, without having to
pay extra
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ComfortDelGro and RedMart’s partnership

Lazada’s tracking system

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Case Studies

Giving customers an assurance of mind
Make safety a priority
●
Lay down the steps for COVID response clearly how are the retailers going to ensure that their
parcel is safe and disinfected, how are the
delivery ﬂeets going to handle the packages,
how to ensure that delivery is dropped oﬀ safely
but not lost
●
Delivery service Ninjavan laid down its COVID
response plan that detailed the changes to pick
ups and deliveries, and how they are
implementing contactless delivery
●
It also listed several oﬃcial links where both
sellers and consumers can ﬁnd more
information, assisting them to navigate through
the period of uncertainty
Ninjavan’s new Notiﬁcation Service to assist contactless delivery during
COVID-19
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Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Overview

Size of expectations decreased due to COVID
Size of category expectations relative to all expectations

0.17%
0.12%

Product Categories1: Apparel, Beauty, Consumer electronics
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1

Top relevant product categories where key expectations are most urgent in Customer Service & Assurance

Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery
Professionalism

Customer Service & After-Sales
Responsiveness

Consumers want to be rewarded
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
loyalty program revolves around:
●

● Loyal customers are entitled to multiple beneﬁts
● Easy to collect / redeem points

Being rewarded for patronising the
shop (98%)

EXPECTATIONS
●
●
●

Retailers oﬀer some level of loyalty program
Signing up is easy
Customers are entitled to some beneﬁts

PAIN POINTS
●
●
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Loyalty program costs additional money
Membership points are useless

Exchange Policy

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Professionalism

Loyalty Program

Responsiveness

Points are useful and easy to
accumulate

Exchange Policy

Size: 2% Growth Rate: -15%

Pre-COVID:
Consumers like to be rewarded when shopping with the same
retailer, an expectation that makes up 5% of all consumer
expectations.

During COVID:
However, since the pandemic, loyalty programs have dropped by
15%, as consumers can no longer enjoy physical membership
perks.

Beyond simply having a program, retailers need to ensure that it is
up to par - points are easily accumulated and redemption is
straightforward.

Coupled with the fact that spending behaviour of consumers have
shifted, with consumers more opened to exploring other retailers,
there is lesser to be rewarded for loyalty.

Consumers are delighted when the beneﬁts are sizable.
Prior to the pandemic1, loyalty programs grew by 9%.
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ROC prior to the COVID compared the diﬀerence between average monthly search Jul-Oct’19 and Nov’19-Feb’20.
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Loyalty Program

Delivery
Professionalism
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Responsiveness

Points are useful and easy to accumulate
Enjoying free gifts from loyalty program
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Making loyalty less attractive

Exchange Policy

Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales
Responsiveness

Professionalism

Exchange Policy

Consumers expect good customer and after-sales
service
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
professionalism is centered around three
areas:
●
●
●

● Support staﬀ can handle problems and resolve them eﬃciently
● Support staﬀ go out of their way to care for customers
● Customer feedbacks are constantly taken into consideration

Customer support is well trained
(38%)
Support staﬀ maintains a good
attitude (36%)
Support staﬀ is able to resolve
questions / issues (26%)

EXPECTATIONS
●
●

Customer service is able to handle all questions
Support staﬀ maintains a pleasant attitude

PAIN POINTS
●
●
●
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Customer service is unhelpful
Support staﬀ is rude and unprofessional
Customer feedbacks are taken unkindly

Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales
Responsiveness

Professionalism

Taking necessary precautions

Exchange Policy

Size: 2% Growth Rate: +27%

Pre-COVID:
Good customer service makes up 2% of all customer expectations.

During COVID:
There is an increase in expectations of professionalism by 27%.

It is achieved when customers know that service staﬀ are
well-trained and can resolve ongoing issues, as well as when
customer service is consistently delivered with a pleasant
attitude.

This is attributed to consumers having more time nowadays to
seek out customer service and after-sales support.

The feeling of being heard and cared for helps retailers build brand
loyalty among customers in the long run.
However, it has been decreasing pre-COVID1 (-11%).
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ROC prior to the COVID compared the diﬀerence between average monthly search Jul-Oct’19 and Nov’19-Feb’20.

Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales
Responsiveness

Professionalism

Taking necessary precautions
Customer service across multiple platforms

Experiencing bad service

Enjoying good service
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Exchange Policy

Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery
Professionalism

Customer Service & After-Sales
Responsiveness

Exchange Policy

Consumers want customer service to be reachable and
responsive
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
responsiveness is centered around two
areas:
●
●

Reaching out to customer service
easily (61%)
Being responded to within an
appropriate time frame (39%)

● Response is almost immediate
● Customer service can be easily reached by
communication method of choice

EXPECTATIONS
●
●
●

Customers know how to reach out to customer service
and after-sales support
Cases are responded to within the time frame
Few modes of communication methods are oﬀered

PAIN POINTS
●
●
●
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Customers have diﬃculty reaching out to customer service
Customer service ignores ongoing cases
Conversation with support staﬀ is long

Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Professionalism

Being reachable and responsive
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Exchange Policy

Responsiveness

Size: 1% Growth Rate: +27%

Pre-COVID:
Responsive customer service staﬀ is another expectation that
consumers have, making up 0.6% of all expectations.

During COVID:
Similar to professionalism, there has been an increase in the
expectation for responsiveness (+27%).

While it has been stagnant pre-covid, it is driven by two aspects consumers are able to reach out easily when necessary, service
staﬀ is also responsive within the appropriate time frame.

Customers seek an almost immediate turnaround in their
enquiries and issues.
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Service Assurance & Payment
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Delivery
Professionalism

Customer Service & After-Sales
Responsiveness

Being reachable and responsive
Unable to reach customer service
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Service staﬀ slow to respond

Exchange Policy

Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery
Professionalism

Customer Service & After-Sales
Responsiveness

Exchange policy

Consumers need a basic level of exchange policy
DELIGHTS

The key need that consumers have of
exchange policy revolves around:
●

● Exchange / Refund procedure is simple
● No hidden terms and conditions
● Exchange is free

Having an acceptable exchange /
refund policy (100%)

EXPECTATIONS
●
●

Retailer allows for exchange / refund
Acceptable terms and conditions

PAIN POINTS
●
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No exchange / refund policy

Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Professionalism

Responsiveness

Having a free exchange policy is
appreciated
Pre-COVID:
Having a exchange / refund policy makes up 0.18% of all customer
expectations and remained stagnant during this period.

Exchange policy

Size: 0.17% Growth Rate: -46%

During COVID:
Expectation for an exchange policy decreased by 46%, as the
pandemic has made it more troublesome for customers to
return their products.

Customers look to retailers to provide an acceptable term of
exchange. 71% of consumers expect free exchange/refund.
Between refund (exchange products for money) and exchange (for
store credits and/or other items in store), there is a greater
inclination towards exchange policies (17% of category search).
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Service Assurance & Payment
Loyalty Program

Delivery
Professionalism

Customer Service & After-Sales
Responsiveness

Having a free exchange policy is appreciated
Lack of refund policy
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Slow to exchange / refund

Exchange policy

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Case Studies

Providing a good experience beyond the sales
Improve loyalty system
●
Upgrade rewards to strengthen customer loyalty
●
Amazon Prime is a subscription based service that allows members to
enjoy faster delivery options, such as free shipping and same day delivery
●
Grab has a tier-based membership system that oﬀers members diﬀerent
levels of privileges. Coupled with the fact that members are no longer
limited to earning points only by taking rides (can earn points by paying
with Grabpay card anywhere), it makes it easier for members to be bumped
up tiers
Train customer service team to be able to handle customer problems
●
Improve customer service so that it acts as a safety net when issues arise
●
Firmoo is an ecommerce retailers that sells glasses at low cost, famed for
its customer service team that provides customers with real and direct
solutions to their problems instead of handing out generic answers
●
Their customer service team is also responsive on multiple platforms, from
FB messenger to email and live chat
Grab’s tier beneﬁts. Membership is auto-enrollment.
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Recommendations

70

E-Commerce Landscape

Understanding the Customer Journey

Expectations Deep Dive

Recommendations

Identifying COVID key spaces

The order of priority should be to start with
eliminating the pain points, by targeting the pain
points of expectations in the high growth space.
Hence, retailers should start with :
Aﬀordable delivery
Safety
Timeliness
Value
Availability

High
growth

Cheap
delivery
Safety

Emerging
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Timeliness

Low volume, high
growth

Urgent
High volume, high growth
Value

Availability

Professionalism

Responsiveness

Low
growth

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Growth chart of expectations with high ROC

Rate of Change (Nov’19-Feb’20
vs. Mar-Apr’20)

Retailers should minimally meet the expectations
of each step in the customer journey to provide a
seamless customer experience.

Low
volume

Niche

Hygiene

Low volume, low
growth

High volume, low growth

Average Monthly Searches

High
volume

E-Commerce Landscape

Understanding the Customer Journey

Expectations Deep Dive

Recommendations

Solving urgent pain points during COVID (I)
Aﬀordability -> driven by the need for cost saving
Retailers need to be transparent about delivery charges
Minimise delivery fee undertaken by customers as much as possible (for eg. absorbed into product price) to give
the impression of cost savings

Safety -> driven by the need for health precautions
Adopt contactless delivery
Show consumers the precautions taken behind-the-scenes to ensure safety and hygiene (for eg. disinfecting
products, delivery personnel to perform regular sanitising, touching items while wearing protective equipment)

Timeliness -> driven by the need to choose delivery methods and schedule
Clear communication with customers regarding delivery schedule, especially when there is an expected delay
Provide consumers the option of tracking their mail
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E-Commerce Landscape

Understanding the Customer Journey

Expectations Deep Dive

Recommendations

Solving urgent pain points during COVID (II)
Value -> driven by the need to make informed decisions and getting the best deals
Ensure that products listed on websites have full descriptions
Include reviews when available to allow consumers to make an informed decision
Retailers can consider coming up with a ranking of top-performing products to simplify consumer’s
decision-making process
Instead of simply oﬀering vouchers, retailers can host more promotional events, such as ﬂash sales
Inform consumers of existing deals

Availability -> driven by the need for the product, irrespective of the retailer
Oﬀer a selection of items for consumers
Products should be from a variety of brands, comparable to competitors
Out of stock items should be replenished within an appropriate time period
Inventory should be updated on the website immediately, to prevent instances where orders have to be modiﬁed
/ cancelled due to unavailable items
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Appendix
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Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Summary of key expectations
Service Assurance & Payment
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Value

●
●
●
●
●

Price is comparable to other retailers
Some deals available that provide cost savings
Discount codes are straightforward to apply
Products have full description and images
Some reviews for customers to refer to

Availability

●
●
●
●

Shop has most items in stock
Customers are given some choice in range of selection
Suggested alternatives for out of stock products
Unavailable items are replenished quickly

Trustworthiness

●
●
●
●

Products are unblemished
Products are as described
Platforms will verify potential sellers
Customers can report scams should the need arise

Ease of Payment

●
●
●

Payment is straightforward
Payment amount is accurate
Major forms of payment are accepted (both credit cards and mobile payment methods)

Security

●
●
●

Safe payment hosted on a secured site
Payment platform (paypal, stripe) is reputable
Customer’s personal information is safe

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Summary of key expectations
Delivery
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Aﬀordability

●

Retailer has options for customers to minimise spending on delivery

Timeliness

●
●
●

Purchased item arrives at my doorstep within expected amount of time
Ability to choose preferred delivery slot
Retailer indicates an option for express shipping

Tracking

●
●

Parcel is safely delivered to customer
Retailer will consider replacing lost mail

Safety

●

Parcel is delivered contactless

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Summary of key expectations
Customer Service & After-Sales
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Loyalty Program

●
●
●

Retailers oﬀer some level of loyalty program
Signing up is easy
Customers are entitled to some beneﬁts

Professionalism

●
●

Customer service is able to handle all questions
Support staﬀ maintains a pleasant attitude

Responsiveness

●
●
●

Customers know how to reach out to customer service and after-sales support
Cases are responded to within the time frame
Few modes of communication methods are oﬀered

Exchange Policy

●

Parcel is delivered contactless

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Summary of pain points
Service Assurance & Payment
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Value

●
●
●
●
●

Items are more expensive compared to other retailers
Lack of promotions and deals
Customers are not made aware of ongoing promotions / vouchers
Products on the website do not have suﬃcient description
Lack of customer reviews

Availability

●
●
●

Shop has poor selection of product
Most items are out of stock
Cancellation of items due to their unavailability after ordering

Trustworthiness

●
●
●

Products come with defect
Products are fake
Being scammed

Ease of Payment

●
●
●

Platform only accepts limited number of payment methods
Payment page is diﬃcult to navigate
Payment amount is reﬂected wrongly

Security

●
●

Payment detail of customer is leaked out
Customer’s personal information is compromised

Customer Service & After-Sales

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Summary of pain points
Delivery
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Aﬀordability

●
●

Delivery fee is hidden / wrongly charged to customers
Delivery is expensive

Timeliness

●
●

Slow/delays - up to months without receiving order
Lack of communication regarding delivery schedule

Tracking

●
●

Parcel is lost / badly damaged
There is no oﬀer for a replacement

Safety

●

No precautions taken to ensure safety and hygiene of the delivery

Customer Service & After-Sales

Service Assurance & Payment

Delivery

Summary of pain points
Customer Service & After-Sales
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Loyalty Program

●
●

Loyalty program costs additional money
Membership points are useless

Professionalism

●
●
●

Customer service is unhelpful
Support staﬀ is rude and unprofessional
Customer feedbacks are taken unkindly

Responsiveness

●
●
●

Customers have diﬃculty reaching out to customer service
Customer service ignores ongoing cases
Conversation with support staﬀ is long

Exchange Policy

●
●

Retailer allows for exchange / refund
Acceptable terms and conditions

Customer Service & After-Sales

Thank You!
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